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Abstract
Inspired by recent experiments onBose–Einstein condensates in ring traps, we investigate the
topological properties of the phase of a one-dimensional Bosefield in the presence of both thermal
and quantumfluctuations—the latter ones being tuned by the depth of an optical lattice applied along
the ring. In the regime of largefilling of the lattice, quantumMonteCarlo simulations give direct
access to the full statistics offluctuations of the Bose-field phase, and of its winding numberW along
the ring. At zero temperature thewinding-number (or topological-sector) fluctuations are driven by
quantumphase slips localized around a Josephson link between two lattice wells, and their
susceptibility is found to jump at the superfluid-Mott insulator transition. At finite (but low)
temperature, on the other hand, thewinding number fluctuations are driven by thermal activation of
nearly uniformphase twists, whose activation rate is governed by the superfluid fraction. A quantum-
to-thermal crossover inwinding-number fluctuations is therefore exhibited by the system, and it is
characterized by a conformational change in the topologically non-trivial configurations, from
localized to uniformphase twists, which can be experimentally observed in ultracold Bose gases via
matter–wave interference.

1. Introduction andmain results

Ultracold atoms provide a very promising platform to investigate phenomena inmesoscopic physics, dominated
by quantum coherence across the entire sample, and by strong fluctuations, both of quantum and thermal
origin. Recent experiments have revealed thewide potential of atomic circuits to study quantum coherent
transport [9, 17, 29, 39], reproducing fundamental phenomena such as persistent currents, hysteresis,
conductance quantization, etc. In particular ring traps [1, 10, 12, 16, 17, 33, 44] are emerging as a fundamental
platformmimicking electric coils, fundamentally sensitive to rotation or gaugefields, and they represent the
simplest, topologically non-trivial geometry to investigate different topological sectors of amany-bodymodel.

A novel element introduced by cold-atomphysics is the ability to study quantum transport phenomenawith
particles obeying Bosonic statistics. In this context, a fundamental asset of cold-atom experiments is the use of
matter–wave interferometry (or heterodyning) to reconstruct the phase pattern of themany-body Bosonic state
—an aspect which has been extensively used, among other things, to reveal the rapid spatial decay offirst-order
coherence in quasi-1d Bose gases [24, 25], or topological defects in the phase pattern in quasi-2d gases across a
Kosterlitz–Thouless (KT) transition [23]. Very recent experiments have probed the interference between a
quasi-1d gas in a ring trap and a nearly uniform condensate [12, 16], within a geometry which allows the full
reconstruction of the phase pattern along the ring [32]. In particular the ring geometry represents the simplest,
non-simply connected platform to investigate topological defects in the phase pattern, in the formof quantized
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vortices

∮ · ( )f p= =   ¼l W Wd 2 0, 1, 2, , 1

where ( )f r is the phase of the Bosefield, andW is thewinding number of the phase pattern. Thewinding
number partitions theHilbert space of Bosonic fields on a ring into different topological sectors. Recent
experiments have shown the ability to generate finite winding numbers via a thermal quench [12] or by stirring
the condensate via rotation of a potential barrier along the ring [7, 16, 17, 44]; as well as the ability to faithfully
reconstruct thewhole phase profile along the ring and its associatedwinding number bymatter–wave
heterodyning [12, 16].

We draw inspiration from these experiments to investigate phase coherence andwinding-number
fluctuations in a regime unexplored so far in the experiments, namely that of strong correlations among the
Bosons. Strong correlations aremost naturally induced in cold-atom setups using optical lattices [8], which can
destroy condensation by driving the system towards aMott insulating state. An optical lattice can be created
experimentally along the ring trap by either using Laguerre–Gauss beamswith high angularmomentum [4] or
via spatial lightmodulators [2, 3, 11, 12, 21]. In this way the ring is partitioned into potential wells separated by
tunnel barriers, forming a chain of Bosonic Josephson junctions (JJs); and the tunnel barriers can act as
nucleation centers for phase twists in the Bose field.

In the presence offinite interactions, phase twists can be generated via quantum fluctuations of the local
phase of the Bose field, due to the duality between phase and density, [ ]f =n i, . Given the vortex-quantization
condition in equation (1), interactions can generate quantum coherent fluctuations between different winding
numbersW by inducing p2 revolutions in the phase along the ring, called quantum phase slips (QPS). QPS can
be regarded as the dual phenomenon to Josephson tunneling [30], as they establish coherence between Bose-
field configurationswith awell defined phase, dual to the coherence between Fock states established by
Josephson tunneling. Due to their fundamental importance, QPS have been the subject of intense research in
superconducting nanostructures, including narrow superconducting wires [6] and JJ arrays [18, 31, 35], as well
as cold atoms trapped in arrays of optical-lattice tubes [40] andHelium trapped in nanostructures [26]. Phase
slips (either of thermal or quantumorigin) are responsible for the decay of supercurrents in quasi-one-
dimensional superconducting devices and confined superfluids [13, 15, 28, 34], and their detection so far is
primarily based on transportmeasurements. In this workwe shall be rather concernedwith superfluids at rest
(on average), in which phase slips are spontaneously generated from thefluctuations (quantumor thermal) of
the phase of the Bose field. Both in the case ofmoving superfluids and of superfluids at rest, ring-trapped
condensates allow for the detection of phase slips interferometrically, using the same scheme as in the recent
experiments reported in [12, 16]. But how can one interferometrically distinguish aQPS from a phase slip of
thermal origin (or thermal phase slip, TPS)? And under which conditions does one cross over from a regime
dominated by thermal winding-number fluctuations, to a regime dominated by quantumwinding-number
fluctuations induced byQPS?

These are precisely the questions addressed by our present paper. Based on an extensive numerical study of
the quantumphasemodel—faithfully representing the physics of optical lattices in the regime of largefilling—
we reconstruct the quantum-to-thermal crossover inwinding-number fluctuations across the phase diagramof
the system, namely from the superfluid phase at weak coupling to theMott insulating phase at strong coupling.
In particular ourfindings show thatQPS are localized objects, occurring in an uncorrelated fashion in different
segments of the ring, and the ensuing quantumwinding number fluctuations obey Poissonian statistics, growing
linearly with system size. Themeasurable interferogramsmanifest the localized nature ofQPS in the formof line
dislocations in the interference fringes, akin to those caused by a single barrier [16]. Our data strongly suggest
that the susceptibility of quantumwinding-number fluctuations exhibits a jump at the quantumphase
transition from superfluid toMott insulator, endowing such a transitionwith a precise topological nature.

On the other hand, atfinite (but sufficiently low) temperatures thermal winding-number fluctuations occur
between the lowest energy states in each topological sector, implying that the pW2 phase twist characterizing
such sectors is rather uniformly distributed along the ring. A uniform phase twist translates intomeasurable
interferogramswhose fringes form regular spirals, similar to those observed after thermal quenches [12]. The
crossover from localizedQPS to extendedTPS turns out to be very sharp for sufficiently weak interactions
among the Bosons, whereas it is broad (or even poorly defined) in the strongly interacting regime. The thermal
activation of winding-number fluctuations is governed by the superfluid density at zero temperature, and hence
itmay serve as away tomeasure this quantity, so far elusive in cold-atom experiments.

Our paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the quantumphasemodel and the path-integral
approach used in the numerical calculations, the path-integral picture of bothTPS andQPS, and the basics of
their experimental detection viamatter–wave interferometry; section 3 focuses on the thermal regime of
winding-number fluctuations and on the superfluid/Mott-insulator transition; section 4 discusses the thermal
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onset of winding-number fluctuations and its relationship to the superfluid fraction; the crossover between the
quantumand the thermal regime, aswell as a peculiar thermal revival of quantumfluctuations above the
superfluid ground state, is the subject section 5;finally conclusions are drawns in section 6.

2.Quantumphasemodel and its topological excitations

2.1. FromBose–Hubbard to quantumphasemodel
A faithful description of ultracold Bosons in an optical lattice is provided by the Bose–Hubbardmodel

( ) ( ) ( )† å å= - + + -
=

+
=

J b b
U

n nh.c.
2

1 , 2
i

L

i i
i

L

i i
1

1
1

where †b b,i i are Bose field operators defined on a ring of length Lwith periodic boundary conditions,
(†) (†)=+b bL 1 1 , J is the hopping energy andU the on-site repulsion.Hereafter we assume an average integerfilling

¯ = á ñn ni of the chain. Strictly workingwith Bose fields turns out to be impractical when one aims at investigating
the quantumor thermalfluctuations of the phase pattern in the Bose field itself: indeed the phase operator is not
well defined, unless oneworks in the large-filling regime ¯ n 1. In this limit onemaymap the Bose operators to
amplitude and phase operators and neglect amplitude fluctuations, namely one can take ¯» fb n ei

i i and
» -

f
¶
¶

n ii
i
. Thismapping reduces the Bose–HubbardHamiltonian to a quantumphase (or quantum rotor)

model (QPM)—a cornerstone in the study of JJ arrays [20]:
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In the followingwe shall express all energy scales in units of ¯Jn2 , namelywe introduce the reduced interaction
( ¯)=u U Jn2 and reduced temperature ( ¯)=t k T Jn2B . TheQPMmodel is perfectly suited to the study of the

quantumfluctuations of the Bose-field phase in a regime inwhich density fluctuations are irrelevant—which is
at the center of our investigation. Aswe shall see later (section 2.3) theQPMregime of largefilling is alsomost
appropriate in the perspective of extending the existing experimental setups and detection schemes for ring-
trapped condensates [12, 16] to the regime of strong correlations.

The path-integral representation of the partition function of theQPMmaps the lattermodel onto an
effective classicalXYmodel in (1+1)-dimensions [38, 41], with a spatially anisotropicHamiltonian

¯ ( ) ( ) ( ) åå f f
b

f f= - - - -
= =

+ +

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

Jn

M

M
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2
cos

2
cos 4

i

L

k

M

i k i k i k i keff
1 1

, 1, 2 , , 1

defined on a L×M torus, whereM is the size of the grid in the imaginary-time dimension [ ]t bÎ 0,
( ( )b = k T1 B ), discretized into infinitesimal steps dt b= M .

The exact properties of theQPMare strictly recovered in the  ¥M limit, due to the Trotter–Lie
decomposition at the heart of the path-integral approach [38].Moreover themapping of the interaction term to
anXY interaction in imaginary time is accurate provided that the dimensionless parameter  b= U M is small
[41]. Hence   1 is themost stringent requirement for the quality of the quantum-to-classicalmapping. In the
followingwe use  = -10 2, which essentially guarantees convergence of all the quantities of interest towards
their  ¥M limit.

With ò heldfixed, the effectiveXYHamiltonian (divided by the temperature scale) ismost conveniently
recast in the form

[ ( ) ( )] ( ) ååb f f f f= - - - -t
= =

+ +K Kcos cos , 5
i

L

k

M

i k i k i k i keff
1 1

, 1, , , 1

wherewe have introduced the coupling constants =K u and =tK 2 . It is important to remark that the
coupling constants are independent of temperature, and they are also held fixed for a given fixed strength of the
interaction; hence varying the temperature has the unique effect of controlling the length of the extra dimension,

( )=M u t . On the other hand, changing the interaction strength u at fixed temperature has the effect of
changing both the lengthM, and the anisotropy between the space-like (K) and imaginary-time-like ( tK )
couplings.

The quantum-to-classicalmapping of theQPMopens the path to studying the equilibriumproperties of the
system viaMonte Carlo simulations.We perform simulations on chains of length between L=24 and L=216,
and for a broad range of values for the ratioU/J, covering the superfluid/Mott-insulator (SF/MI) transition.We
make use of a combined update scheme comprising single-spinMetropolis updates; overrelaxationmoves;
Metropolis updates proposing rotations of entire chains of spins in imaginary time (which essentially behave as
gigantic spins in the limit U 0); andWolff cluster updates [43]. In the followingwe shall denote with á ñ... MC
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theMonteCarlo averages, calculated from the effective classicalXYmodel of equation (4), to contrast it with the
general statistical averages of quantumoperators, denotedwith á ñ... .

The path-integralMonte Carlo approach to theQPM is particularly appealing, as the computational basis
diagonalizes the phase operator, and hence one readily has access to the statistics offluctuations—both thermal
and quantum (coherent)—of the phase pattern, and in particular to its winding number. Indeed each
imaginary-time slice in the path-integral representation samples a possible phase pattern, which in turn is
projectivelymeasured in an interferometric experiment.

Thewinding number of the phase pattern at the kth imaginary-time slice is defined as

( ) ( )å f f= -+W F , 6k
i

i k i k1, ,

where

( )
∣ ∣

( )




f
f f p
p f f p
p f f p
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D D

- D D
+ D D -

⎧
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⎩⎪

F

if ,

2 if ,

2 if .
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2.2. Thermal vs. quantumphase slips in the path-integral representation
As alreadymentioned in the introduction, Bosonic chains can support two different types of topological
excitations, leading tofinite winding-number configurations, namely quantumand thermal phase slips (QPS
andTPS). The two different kinds of excitations are best visualizedwithin the path-integral formalism, as
sketched infigure 1.

TPS are common to a classicalXY chain, namely they correspond to the appearance of afinite winding
numberW on all imaginary-time slices—seefigure 1(a). This requires amassive rearrangement of the path-
integral configuration, which can be achieved in aMonte Carlo simulation viaWolff clusters percolating along
the imaginary-time direction, producing incoherent winding number fluctuations on all imaginary-time slices.

The path-integral formalism offers an ideal tool to visualizeQPS. Indeed themapping of the d=1QPM
onto a ( )+1 1 -dimensionalXYmodel as in equation (4) allows one to identifyQPS in the space–time phase
pattern { }fi k, as those configurations inwhich the imaginary-time evolution leads to a change inwinding
number between different imaginary-time slices k, see figure 1(b). Such a situation is only possible if two space–
time topological excitations, in the formof a vortex–antivortex (V–AV)pair, have appeared in the system. In the
presence of afinite interaction among particles, QPS originating fromV–AVpairs displaying a finite separation
along the imaginary-time axis will always exist in the ground state. Indeed, unless u=0, the imaginary-time
direction has afinite (namely, non-zero) lengthM (at fixed  ) and afinite (namely, not infinite) coupling
constant tK along that direction: hence the effectiveXYmodel in equation (4) always displays nucleation of V–
AVpairs separating in imaginary time—and this property persists down to zero temperature.

Moreover, upon increasing the interaction u, the effectiveXYmodel of equation (5) displays aKT transition
fromalgebraically decaying correlations (quasi-long-range order) to exponentially decaying ones,
corresponding to the SF/MI transition of the lattice-Bosonmodel [27]. The occurrence of a transition can be
understood in that u tunes the spatial anisotropy, weakening the coupling in real space: given that a set of

Figure 1. (a)Thermal phase slip (TPS) induced by incoherent thermalfluctuations; (b)Quantumphase slip (QPS), localized in the
imaginary time direction; (c)QPS after unbinding of vortex–antivortex excitations along the imaginary-time direction.
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uncoupled chains ( = ¥u ) always display exponentially decaying correlations atfinite coupling constant tK ,
there exist a critical anisotropy ratio tK K , corresponding to a critical interaction strength uc, at which the
system loses quasi-long-range order.

Below theKT SF/MI transition, theV–AVpairs are bound, implying that theQPS are localized both in real
space and imaginary time, namely they extend over an area in imaginary time and real space which does not scale
with the corresponding sizesM and L, respectively4. In this regime, the quantumwinding-number fluctuations
are of ‘virtual’ nature, namely theW=0 topological sector is only weakly admixedwith the ¹W 0 sectors via
localizedQPS. In the path-integral image, this corresponds to short-lived (in imaginary time)fluctuations
towards ¹W 0 values. Entering into theMI phase, the unbinding of V–AVpairs—driving theKT transition—
produces extendedQPS along the imaginary-time direction, which induce strong coherent quantum
fluctuations of thewinding number. The separation between vortex coresmay now scalewith the length of the
imaginary-time direction andwith system size; in particular the vortex coresmaywind around the imaginary-
time direction, inducing a global change in thewinding number [19] akin to the thermal activation of a TPS, but
of coherent nature.

2.3. Visualizing topological defects viamatter–wave heterodyning
Recent experiments on ring-trapped Bose–Einstein condensates [12, 16] have shown the unique ability to
reconstruct the phase pattern along the ring,making use of interference with a condensate trapped at the center
of the ring in a disk-shaped potential. In the followingwe shall imagine that such a scheme is equally applicable
to the case inwhich an optical lattice has been created along the ring, dividing it into a sequence of (single-mode)
mini-condensates withfilling ¯ n 1—obtained under the condition of the optical-lattice period being
significantly larger than the interparticle spacing.Moreover, as suggested by our sketch infigure 2, we shall
imagine that the optical lattice wells are oblate along the tangential direction to the ring, so that the strongest
confinement remains along the radial direction.

Under the above conditions, releasing the potentials in the plane of the ring produces a quasi-2d expansion
of eachmini-condensate, as well as of the disk-trapped condensate, which ismuch faster along the radial
direction than along the polar one. As is well known, the interference pattern among ‘two condensates that have
never seen each other’ [5] is akin to that of two gauge-symmetry-breakingmatter waves with awell defined phase
but a randomphase relationship—which can be ascribed, as a convention, to an arbitrary phase fD of the
condensate in the disk. For sufficiently short time scales the expansion can be approximated as being purely
radial, and the resulting density profile along the radial direction at a given polar angle θ can be obtained

Figure 2. Interferometric scheme to reconstruct the phase pattern of the Bose field along the ring lattice. After release of the trapping
potentials in the plane of the drawing, the rapid expansion along the radial direction gives rise to interference among the disk
condensate (yellowdisk) and theminicondensates along the ring (orange ellipses), with the appearance of fringes (gray/white stripes)
whose spatial phase reflects the phase difference f f-i D.

4
Standardfinite-size scalingwould correspond to changingM atfixed  , namely keeping the action unchanged in equation (5). Under these

conditions the V–AVpair is confined and its inter-core distance is unchanged upon changingM. On the other hand, changingM atfixed t
and u leads to a change in  , whichmodifies the lattice spacing, or time discretization, along the imaginary time axis, dt . In this case, all
distances in imaginary time, including the time component of the V–AVpair separation, are scaled accordingly.
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approximately from the far-field radial expansion of both thematter wave in the ring and the disk. After a time of
flight tTOF the ringwavefunction and the diskwavefunction in thewedge centered around the angle θ (see
figure 2) read

( ) ˜ ( )

( ) ˜ ( ) ( )

( )
( )



y q y

y q y

~

~

f
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^
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where ỹ̂ ,R and ỹ̂ ,D are the (real-valued) Fourier transformof the transverse profiles of the ground-state
wavefunction in the potential well and in the disk respectively, calculated in


=k ;mr

tr
TOF

( )f qi is the phase of the

mini-condensate in the ith lattice well, corresponding to the polar angle θ; d is the ring radius; andm is themass
of the particles. The interference term then takes the form

[ ( ) ( )] ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) [ ( )] ( )( )*y q y q y y f f= - - ¢q^ ^r r k k Qr2Re , , 2 cos , 9iR D ,R r ,D r D

where


=Q md

t2 TOF
and


f f¢ = + md

tD D 2

2

TOF
.

Putting together the different interference patterns developing along the radial direction results in a global
pattern equivalent to the one partially sketched infigure 2, inwhich the fringe spacing (controlled by theQ
vector) is the same at all polar angles θ, but the fringe pattern along the radial direction is shifted by the phase
profile ( )f qi along the ring. This direct correspondence between the Bose-field phase and the spatial phase of the
fringe pattern allows the full reconstruction of the phase structure, as done in [12, 16].

In the following sections we shall plot the interference termof equation (9)—without themodulation due to
the Fourier transforms of the disk and ring transversemodes ˜ ( )ŷ ,R D —to illustrate the contrasting experimental
signatures of TPS andQPS.

3.Quantum regime:QPS

3.1. Superfluid/insulator transition
Webegin the description of our results from the ground-state behavior atT=0. Finite-temperature effects are
essentially removed from theMonte-Carlo simulations below a size-dependent temperature =t L1 , which
guarantees that the gapless phonon-like excitations in the superfluid phase are not thermally excited. Figure 3
shows the determination of the SF/MI transition atT=0 from theMonte Carlo calculation of the p=0
population in themomentumdistribution

¯
( )( )åå= á ñf f= -n

n ML

1
e , 10

p

ij k

0 i
MCi k j k, ,

which is expected to scale as L3 4 at the KT quantum critical point separating the SF from theMI. The crossing
point of the different curves for =

-n Lp 0
3 4 gives an estimate of ( )= »u u 1.12 5c for the critical point of the SF/

MI transition. This estimate is in very good agreement with the prediction of [14], giving »u 1.08c for the Bose–
Hubbardmodel in the limit of very large, integer filling. At the same time the transition ismarked by the

Figure 3. (a) Scaling plot of themomentum-distribution peak =np 0 at temperature =t L1 ; the crossing pointmarks the SF/MI
quantumphase transition; (b) superfluid density for various system sizes.
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vanishing of the superfluid fraction
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where F is the free energy of the system, andj is a phase twist applied in the space direction.Moreover we have
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the average Josephson coupling term, and by
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the current susceptibility. The identities between the general definition and theMonte Carlo estimator of the
above quantities are strictly recovered in the  ¥M limit. Figure 3 shows that the SF/MI transition ismarked
by a strong suppression of the superfluid density calculated atfinite size, alluding to the presence of a jump
expected for this quantity in the thermodynamic limit.

3.2.Winding-numberfluctuations andQPS
Thewinding-number fluctuations atT=0 are uniquely induced byQPS, which, as seen in the path-integral
picture in section 2, are related to the nucleation of V–AVpairs separating in the imaginary-time dimension.
Figures 4 and 5 show the reconstructed interference pattern from representative configurations { }fi k, with
i=1,K, L atfixed k, produced by theQMC simulation, and possessing afinite winding numberW (∣ ∣ =W 1
and 2). In the SF regime of strongV–AVbinding, the cores of theV–AVpairs remain very close to each other,
thereby producing localizedQPS in the phase configurations with ¹W 0; such localizedQPS produce very
sharp fringe dislocations in the interference patterns forweak interactions u, gradually spreading over an
increasingly large rangewhen u increases to cross the SF/MI transition. The localized fringe dislocations

Figure 4. Inteference patternswith ∣ ∣ =W 1, resulting from snapshots of theQMC simulation on a ringwith L=72 at physical zero
temperature and varying interaction strength. The plot represents the function ( ) ( )( )q f= + + qf r Qr, 1 cos i (see text), with
logarithmic gray scale to enhance the fringe geometry; the darker regions correspond to higher density. The shaded areasmark the
position of the localizedQPS.
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reorganize the fringe pattern into a spiral, similarly towhat is observed in the case of a ringwith a single barrier in
[16, 32] acting as a phase slip center; in our case of a JJ chain, tunnel barriers separate each pair of sites, andQPS
spontaneously nucleate at any position in the lattice.

3.2.1. Superfluid phase
The localized nature of theQPS, and their diluteness in the confined regime u uc, makes them statistically
independent: every tunnel barrier has afinite probability p of nucleating aQPSwith an arbitrary sign p2 , and
QPS sumup independently to produce a total winding numberWwhich, to a first approximation, is a
Poissonian process with zero average and fluctuations

( )á ñ »W pL. 142

Such a linear scaling is indeed verified in the SF regime, as shown infigure 6(a). Amore refined analysis implies
considering that each configurationmay display a number ofQPSwhich follows a Poissonian distributionwith
parameter l = pL; if q is the number ofQPS, each of themmay display p2 phase slip at random, resulting in a
Wwhich is the displacement of a symmetric randomwalkwith q steps. The resulting probability is then that of
the displacement ofW steps of a randomwalk of stochastic length q, namely

( ) ( )( )
! !

( )å» -

=

¥

+ -
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⎝
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pL
e

1

2
. 15L
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q
q W q W

q

0
2 2

This Ansatz is indeedwell verified by ourQMCdata, as shown infigure 7. Fits to equation (15) provide estimates
for the probability p(u)which are in very good agreement with those drawn from the scaling plot infigure 6(a).

The probability p to nucleate aQPS on a given tunnel barrier can be estimated by analyzing theHamiltonian
of a single JJ, namely

( ) f
f

= - -E Ecos 4
d

d
, 16JJ J c

2

2

wheref is the phase difference across the junction, ¯=E Jn2J is the Josephson energy, and =E U 8c the
charging energy. Following [30] one can approximatef as the (unbounded) position of afictitious particle, so
that theHamiltonian of a JJ in equation (16) is the same as that of a particle in a cosine potential; in the limit

Figure 5. Inteference patternswith ∣ ∣ =W 2, resulting from snapshots of theQMC simulation on a ringwith L=72 at physical zero
temperature and varying interaction strength. The plotted function and color scale are the same as infigure 4. The shaded areasmark
the positions of the two localizedQPS.
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E EJ c (or u 1) the lowest band has awidthw given by

( ) ( )
p p

= =- -w E E E u
16

8 e
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e 17J
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1 4

J
1 4

E

E u

8 J

c
8

associatedwith an effective tunneling amplitude =J w 4eff .
The appearance of a localizedQPS can be attributed to the tunneling of the variablef between twominima

of the cosine potential—in fact it involves the appearance of a f p= phase difference across a junction, namely
the climbing of the variablef to the top of theEJ barrier between twominima.Hence it is reasonable to expect
that theQPS nucleation probability p follows a similar functional dependence on u as in equation (17). A similar
result can be obtainedwithin aWentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approximation [37] to the tunneling problem: as

~E Uc plays the role of the inversemass of thefictitious particle with positionf, the amplitude of the
wavefunctionwithin the barrier scales as ( ) ( )- ~ -m m u uexp exp0 0 . This exponential dependence of
QPS probability on u is clearly exhibited infigure 6(b), showing that for u 1 thewinding-number fluctuations
follow the behavior ( )á ñ ~ -W b uexp2 with b a constant. The essential singularity displayed by the quantum
winding-number fluctuations as a function of u in the limit of weak interactions clearly shows that this effect is
due to highly nonlinear quantum fluctuations, and it cannot be captured by a harmonic treatment such as
Bogoliubov theory or Luttinger-liquid theory.

Figure 6.Quantumwinding-number fluctuations atT=0. (a) Scaling of the variance of thefluctuations as a function of the
interaction strength; the vertical dashed linemarks the SF/MI transition; (b) same plot as in (a), but as a function of -u ;1 2 the solid
line is a fit to the form ( )-a b uexp with »a 1.15 and »b 6.95.

Figure 7.Probability distributions P(W) ofwinding-number fluctuations in the ground state of a Bose ring lattice with L=72 and
variable interaction parameter u (only values ∣ ∣ W 4 have been recorded). The full symbols represent fits to theAnsatz in
equation (15), with p as the onlyfitting parameter.
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3.2.2. Quantum phase transition andMott insulator phase
As shown infigure 6(a), upon crossing the SF/MI transition one observes a strong enhancement of thewinding-
numberfluctuations, accompanied by a breakdown of the simple linear scalingwith system size (equation (14)).
A similar behavior is also to be found in the (equal-time) current fluctuations (see figure 8(a)):

( ) ( ) ( )å å åf f f fá ñ = - = -+ +

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
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⎤
⎦⎥J
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sin . 18

i
i i
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i k i k

2
1

2
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2
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Our data do not allow us tomake conclusions about a singular behavior (such as a jump) of á ñW 2 or á ñJ 2

across the transition. As amatter of fact, a numerical study of the thermal KT transition in the uniform 2dXY
model does not show any jump singularity of the corresponding observables, namely thewinding number
fluctuations or the currentfluctuations along 1d cuts [36]. On the other hand the a critical jump is expected for
the current susceptibility cJ of equation (13), given that the jump in the superfluid density rs in equation (11) at
the SF/MI transition comes indeed from the currentfluctuations and not from the Josephson term.
Nonetheless, as is well known [42] and clearly documented by figure 3(b), the numerical reconstruction of the
jump is strongly limited by finite-size effects. Indeed one expects that [42]

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
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r c> »  = - +x
x

-
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e

e
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s c J

where ( )x u is the correlation length—exponentially divergent as  +u uc —and a andA are constants. The
exponentially decreasing term in equation (19) introduces the first correction to linear scaling (which becomes
logarithmic exactly at the transition [42], where ( )x = ¥u ), and its negative sign justifies the fact that the
convergence of currentfluctuations in the thermodynamic limit is attained frombelow.

In the context of topological-sector fluctuations, the counterpart to the current susceptibility is represented
by thewinding susceptibility

( ) ( ) ( )ò åc t t= á ñ = á ñ
b

¢

¢W W
tM

W Wd 0
1

. 20
kk

k kW
0 2 MC

Figure 8(b) shows that sizable deviations from linear scaling build up in cW at the transition, in a very similar
manner towhat happens to the current susceptibility. Thereforewe conclude that a jump singularity is to be
expected in thewinding susceptibility, and that cW may obey a similar scaling as for cJ in equation (19). Indeed
strongwinding-number correlations in imaginary time (whose integral gives cW) imply strong correlations of
the same kind for the current (while the opposite is not true, as currentfluctuationsmay take placewithin the
same topological sector).

It is tempting to associate the build-up of strongwinding-number correlations in imaginary timewith the
unbinding of V–AVpairs along the same direction, leading to correlatedwinding-number fluctuations. Figure 9
indeed shows that close to the critical point uc the normalizedwinding-number correlations

Figure 8.Winding-number susceptibility atT=0. The vertical dashed linemarks the SF/MI transition.
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appear todevelop a tail that is consistentwith apower law,unlike in theMIphase, andwith an exponent significantly
smaller than thatwhich canbe estimated in the SFphase.Ournumerical results donot allowus to drawfirm
conclusions on the behavior ofCW in the thermodynamic limit. Yet onemay conjecture that, in the thermodynamic
limit and at =T C0, W decays as a fast power lawdeep in the SFphase (in the absence of any gap in the spectrum);
and that this power-lawdecay changes abruptly at the critical point, with the further appearance of an exponential
decay related to the opening of theMott gap.All these decay laws are expected to be integrable—given that the
winding susceptibility keeps scaling linearlywithL across the transition, as imposedby the linear increase of á ñW 2 —

but their integral leads to strong corrections to scaling as in equation (19)when entering theMIphase.
The standardpicture of theKT transition associates theunbindingofV–AVpairswith the suppressionof

conventional correlations in real space—and the loss of coherence and stiffness as infigure 3 is certainly a striking
consequenceof this aspect.On theotherhand,when focusingonwinding-numberfluctuations, theunbindingofV–
AVactually leads to a critical enhancementof correlations for topological-sectorfluctuations, namely ‘topological
correlations’ are affectedby topological defects in a ratherdifferentway fromordinary correlations.This point of view
endows the jump in the superfluid stiffness inparticular, and the1dSF/MI transition in general,with aprecise
topological nature, related to the singularbehavior ofwinding-number correlations in imaginary time.The topological
characterizationof the SF/MI transition in the context of a 1d latticeBose gasparallels the one recentlyprovided for the
thermalKT transitionof the 2d latticeCoulombgas in [19]; in the lattermodel, topological sectors aredefined in terms
of twowindingnumbers (oneperdimension), eachofwhichmaps to the structures infigure1(a). The transition is
accompaniedby a total suppressionof these classical topological-sectorfluctuations in the low-temperaturephase.

Afinal remark concerns the identification ofQPSwithin theMI phase. This phase is characterized by very
strong quantumphase fluctuations, destroying long-range phase coherence. This latter event cannot be driven
by harmonic quantum fluctuations (quantumphonons) alone—as they preserve algebraic correlations in the
ground state—and it requires the presence ofQPS, namely of topologically non-trivial quantumfluctuations. In
fact the reconstructed interference patterns infigures 4 and 5 reveal the presence of smooth deformations of the
interference fringes with respect to concentric circles—which onemay identify with phononwavepackets—and
of localized dislocations—which, when summing up to a p2 dislocation, build aQPS.Obviously there is a
continuous spectrumof excitations between long-wavelength quantumphonons and localized phase jumps,
and their proliferation in theMI phase complicates the identification of the topologically non-trivialfluctuations
(theQPS) in the interferograms, as is apparent in the two bottompanels offigures 4 and 5.Nonetheless, the
analysis of the experimental interference patterns developed in [12] allows one to reconstruct the local phase
along the ring, and, in turn, this enables one to reconstruct algorithmically thewinding-number fluctuations
from equation (6), in the sameway as done for the numerical data reported here.

4. Thermal regime: Arrhenius onset of smooth phase slips

When turningon the temperature,winding-numberfluctuations canappear due to thermal excitations. Focusingour
attentionon the superfluidphase,wehave seen in theprevious section that phase configurationswithW=0 largely

Figure 9.Winding-number correlations in imaginary time for a L=144 chain at =t L1 . Imaginary time τ on the x-axis is in units
of ( ¯)-Jn2 1. Solid and dashed lines are fits to [ ( ) ]t t+ -- - -a tb b1 .
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dominate the ground state, and that they areweakly admixedwith ∣ ∣ ¹W 0 configurations.The energy cost to create
afiniteW formost of the configurationsbuildingup the ground-state superposition (oronmost of the imaginary-
time sliceswithin thepath-integral representation in section2.2) canbe easily estimated via the superfluid stiffness
defined in equation (11). Indeed the least energetic configurationwith = W 1 corresponds to thatminimizing the
energy in thepresence of twistedboundary conditions,which is achievedbydistributing the p2 phase twist
uniformly along the ring, namelybydeveloping aphasedifferencej p=  L2 across each junction in the lattice. In
the classical limit of thequantumphasemodel (U= 0) the energy cost for such a configurationwouldbe simply

¯
[ ( ) ] ( )∣ ∣ p

pD
= - »=E

Jn
L L

L2
cos 2 1

2
, 22

W 1
2

where (∣ ∣ ) ( )D = = -=E E W E1 0W 1 andwe consider the limit L 1. Quantumfluctuations induced byU,
namely quantumphonons andQPS, renormalize this energy cost, which is properly estimated via the zero-
temperature superfluid fraction
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Similarly the energy cost for a generic winding numberW can be estimated as ( ¯) p rD »E Jn W L2 2W
2

s
2 ,

provided that pL W2 . According to this estimate, one expects that thermal fluctuations produce
configurations possessing uniformly distributed pW2 phase twists with anArrhenius probability

( ) [ ( )]p r~ -P W W tLexp 2 2 2
s , leading towinding numberfluctuationswith variance

[ ( )] [ ( )] ( )p r p rá ñ ~ - + - +W A tL B tLexp 2 4 exp 8 , 242 2
s

2
s

where ¼A B, , aremultiplicity factors. Figures 10(a)–(c) show interferencepatterns reconstructed fromQMC
snapshots bearing afinitewindingnumberW (up toW= 3) in the regimeof thermal excitationof low-energyTPSon
topof a superfluid ground state. Such low-energyTPS result in very smooth spirals in the interferencepattern,
decoratedwith localizeddislocationsof the fringepatterndue toquantumfluctuations.Moreover, for sufficiently large
uoneoftenobserves configurations exhibitingboth aTPSandaQPS, clearly distinguishedby the extendednatureof
the former and the localizednatureof the latter (seefigure 10(d) for an example, and section5 for furtherdiscussion).

TheArrhenius law forwinding numberfluctuations in equation (24) immediately implies an exponential
sensitivity to the system size, and the general scaling behavior

( ) ( ) ( )á ñ = ´W T L F T L; 252
W

which is obviously inconsistent with the scaling behavior of equation (14) valid in the quantum regime. As
shown infigure 11 such a scaling form is indeed verywell verified by our data down to a characteristic crossover
temperature at which the thermal regime breaks down, leaving space to the quantum regimewhich rather obeys
the Poissonian scaling as in equation (14). The detailed study of the crossover will be the subject of section 5.

Moreover equation (24) implies an exponential temperature dependence of the thermal winding-number
fluctuations, dominated by the ∣ ∣ =W 1 term. This exponential dependence is indeed clearly observed in our
data within the SF regime ( u uc), as shown infigure 12(a): in particular when t 0 the exponential decrease
of á ñW 2 dominates the intermediate temperature range t 1, but it then levels off at a u- (and size-) dependent
temperature,marking the crossover to the regime of quantumwinding-number fluctuations, insensitive to
temperature. As predicted by equation (24) the exponential decay rate of á ñW 2 is controlled by the zero-
temperature superfluid density, as is verywell verified by the data infigure 12(b). This in turn shows that the
study of the thermal dependence of thewinding-number fluctuations is an exponentially sensitive probe of the
superfluid density; wewill come back to this point in the conclusions.

So farwe have identified the thermal regime ofwinding-number fluctuationswith: (1) the peculiar scaling
form satisfied by fluctuations as in equation (25); (2) the exponential activation offluctuations controlled by the
(zero-temperature) superfluid fraction; and (3) by the uniformly twisted phase configurations that are thermally
populated in the finite-W sector at sufficiently low temperatures. This latter aspect reflects itself not only in the
qualitative aspects of the experimentally accessible interference patterns (as shown infigure 10), but also (and
more quantitatively) in a peculiar structure for the distribution of currentfluctuations, which are accessible
experimentally via the interferometric reconstruction of the phase differences f f- +i i 1 across the tunnel
barriers. Indeed a smooth phase twist withwinding numberW displays phase differences f f p- »+ W L2i i 1

among neighbouring sites, leading to a current ( )p» =J J L W Lsin 2W . If one limits oneself to smooth phase
twists only, currentfluctuations should develop a discrete distributionwith peaks corresponding to the discrete
W values. Such a picture is indeed realized in the regime ofweak interactions u 1and low temperatures,
where non-smooth twists are prevented from forming both quantum-mechanically and thermally—see
figure 13; on the other hand, upon increasing u themultipeak structure is rounded off when the occurrence of
localizedQPS equals and eventually overcomes that of the smoothTPS, leading to unconstrained current
fluctuationswhich progressively develop into aGaussian distribution.
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5.Quantum-to-thermal crossover and thermal revival ofQPS

5.1.Quantum-to-thermal crossover, and thermal revival of quantumfluctuations, from the quantum-to-
totalfluctuation ratio
As pointed out in sections 3 and 4, thermal and quantumwinding-number fluctuations display a rather different
scaling behavior, and they possess as well rather different spatial properties. Hence amost interesting aspect is to
locate the crossover between the two regimes, and to determine itsmost important signatures. To achieve the

Figure 10. Inteference patterns in the presence of thermal phase slips (TPS) uniformly distributed along the ring, resulting from
snapshots of theQMC simulation on a ringwith L=48 and various temperatures t and interaction strengths u. The configurations
have ∣ ∣ =W 1, 2 and 3 (panels (a)–(c)), induced by thermalfluctuations; panel (d) shows aW=2 configurationwith simultaneous
presence of a uniformly distributed TPS and a localizedQPS (marked by the shaded area) summing up. The plotted function and color
scale are the same as infigure 4.

Figure 11. Scaling of thermal winding number fluctuations for u=0.25, showing consistencywith theAnsatz of equation (25) over a
broad temperature range.
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first goal unambiguously, we can rely again on the path-integral formulation of the partition function for the
quantumphasemodel discussed in section 2.2, identifying quantum-coherent winding-number fluctuations
with those taking place along the imaginary-time dimension. In contrast, thermal (or incoherent)fluctuations
do not involve the imaginary-time direction, but they originate fromfluctuations between different path-
integral configurations contributing to the partition function. In order to eliminate the information on the
imaginary-time fluctuations one can define the imaginary-time-averaged winding number

Figure 12. (a)Thermal onset of winding-number fluctuations for a chain of L=48 sites and variable interaction strengths; (b) same as
in panel (a), but focusing uniquely on theweakly interacting regime; solid lines are functions [ ( ) ( )]p r- =A u t tLexp 2 , 02

s , where
( )r =u t, 0s is the superfluid fraction plotted in figure 3(b), and »A 80.

Figure 13.Probability distribution functions for current fluctuations on a L=48 ring at t=0.2 and variable interactions u. The dark
blue line isP( J), while the cyan line is ( )P JW , descending from the probability distribution forwinding-number fluctuations.
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It is easy to prove that á ñ á ñW W2
T

2 , namely the totalfluctuations always exceed the thermal ones, because of
the very existence of imaginary-time fluctuations. Hence quantumwinding numberfluctuations can be
estimated as the residualfluctuations [22]:

( )á ñ = á ñ - á ñW W W . 282
Q

2 2
T

In the ground state, namely in the limit inwhich the imaginary-time direction becomes infinitely long, each
path-integral configuration should sample thewhole statistics offluctuations associatedwith the quantum
ground state ∣y ñ;0 this implies that ¯ ∣ ∣y y= á ñ =W W 00 0 due to time-reversal symmetry. As a consequence the
configuration-to-configuration fluctuations W̄ vanish, and, as expected, quantumfluctuations as in
equation (28) saturate the totalfluctuations. Thefluctuations of W̄ are instead thermally activated; as a
consequence, we can evaluate the relative strength of quantum fluctuationswith the ratio

( )=
á ñ
á ñ

R
W

W
29Q

2
Q

2

satisfying the two limiting behaviors R 1Q for t 0 and R 0Q for  ¥t . It is then natural to define a
(size- and parameter-dependent) crossover temperature tx between the quantumand thermal regime of winding
numberfluctuations as the one satisfying the criterion:

( ) ( )=R t 1 2. 30xQ

Figure 14 showsRQ as a function of t for different values of the interaction strength: the crossover temperature
systematicallymoves to higher values as u increases, as expected due to the increase of the strength of quantum
winding-number fluctuations.

Beside the growth of the crossover temperaturewith interaction strength, one can observe that in the SF
phase a highly non-trivial interplay between thermal and quantumwinding-number fluctuations is exhibited by
theRQdatawhen looking at a broad temperature scale. IndeedRQ is found to display a non-monotonic behavior
in the SF phase,with a furthermaximumatfiniteT, shifting to lower temperatures as u increases. This feature is
found not to depend on the value of òwe chose (namely it is a feature of the quantumphasemodel as such), and,
within the SF phase, it is also not dependent on the size, as shown infigure 18. A possible interpretation of this
peculiar thermal revival of quantum fluctuations stems from themapping of the 1d quantumphasemodel onto
the anisotropic 2dXYmodel of equation (4), suggesting that quantumwinding-number fluctuations are
induced by the appearance of V–AV excitations separating along the imaginary-time dimension (figure 1(b)). As
we have seen in section 2.1, atfixed ò all couplings constants are held fixed and the temperature uniquely
controls the length of the extra dimension, ( )=M u t . The thermal shrinking ofM drives the system from
fully 2d atT=0 to quasi-1d atfinite temperature, and this dimensional crossover alone is found to be sufficient

Figure 14.RatioRQbetween quantum coherent and total winding-number fluctuations as a function of temperature for a ringwith
L=48 and different values of the interaction strength. The dashed linemarks the thermal-quantum crossover =R 1 2Q .
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to enhance the vorticity in the system.We can quantitatively relate the thermal enhancement of quantum
winding-number fluctuations to the proliferation of V–AVpairs by calculating the squared vortex density of the
fictitious 2dXYmodel of equation (4)

( ) ( )
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 Î
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, 31v
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j i2,
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where F is the function defined in equation (7), å runs over the space–time square plaquettes andå i j runs
counterclockwise over the four sites of each plaquette. This quantity is an exclusive property of the path-integral
representation in discrete imaginary time, and it does not correspond to a physical observable of the quantum-
phasemodel (in fact, it is found to depend on the choice of  ). Yet, as shown infigure 15, its temperature
derivative r td dv2, exhibits amaximumwhich correlates verywell with thefinite-Tmaximumof theRQ, slightly
shifting to lower temperatures when the interaction increases. The temperature dependence of r v2, stems
entirely from the dimensionality crossover described above: as the systemmoves from a torus geometry to an
annulus geometry upon decreasingM, its stiffness (in the sense of theXYmodel of equation (5)) opposing to the
thermal activation of V–AVpairs is gradually reduced—given that, all other parameters being heldfixed, the
stiffness of anXYmodel is higher in d=2 than in d=1.

Figure 15.Comparison betweenRQ ratio and the temperature derivative of vorticity r td dv2, for a ringwith L=48 and  = -10 2.

Figure 16.Distance to a uniformphase slipD =W 1 and integrated current–current correlations atfinite winding number =S WJ, 1 for
an L=48 ringwith =u 0.25; these two quantities are compared to theRQ ratio, already shown infigure 14. The dashed line shows
themaximumvalue ( )pL W Lsin 22 expected for =S WJ, 1.
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5.2. Crossover frommeasurable quantities
The quantum-to-thermal crossover inwinding-number fluctuations at low temperature, and the unusual
phenomenon of thermal enhancement of quantumfluctuations at intermediate temperature, is not only
revealed theoretically by theRQ ratio, but it is alsowitnessed directly bymeasurable quantities. In the appendix
we show representative interference patterns obtained fromuncorrelated snapshots of theMC simulation,
mimicking the outcomes of uncorrelated shots of the experiment. In contrast towhat is found atT=0 (see
figure 4)we observe that increasing the temperature above zerofirst leads to the appearance of uniformphase
slips leading to smooth spirals in the interference patterns, corresponding to TPSwhich fully dominate the path-
integral configuration at all imaginary-time slices; only rarely does one observe localized phase slips (both in
space and in imaginary time), corresponding to quantumfluctuations—this is consistent with the initial drop of
RQ.On the other hand, as the temperature grows further the localized phase slips are seen to be increasingly
frequent, in accordance with the thermal increase ofRQ.

We canmake this qualitative observation on the geometry of the interference fringesmuchmore
quantitative by defining the distance offinite-W phase configurations atfixed imaginary time, { }f = ¼i k i N, 1, , ,
from a perfectly uniformphase slipwith the sameW, namely

[ ( )] ( )å f f p pD = - +
=

+ Wj Lmin mod 2 , 2 , 32
i j

L

i j k i kW
1

, ,
2

W

Figure 17.Quantum-to-thermal crossover in the winding-number fluctuations of an L=48 ring: the criterion =R 1 2Q (see text) is
comparedwith the one of equation (34) (stemming fromArrhenius law for thermal excitations). The dashed red line sketches the
expected behavior in the thermodynamic limit.

Figure 18. Scaling of theRQ ratio for (a)u=0.25 (SF phase) and (b) u=1.5 (MIphase). The dashed linemarks the value 1/2.
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where á ñ... W represents the thermal average restricted to the topological sector withwinding numberW. The
above quantity looks for theminimal distance between the phase configuration and a configuration exhibiting a
uniformphase twist of pW2 , starting from any site i on the lattice (here i+ j is definedmodulo L). In theMC
simulationwe then average the distance over all configurations exhibiting the same finite winding number ∣ ∣W
(in absolute value).

Another sensitive observable capturing the quantum-to-thermal crossover is given by the integrated current
correlations atfinite winding-number

( ) ( ) ( )å f f f f= - -+ +S
L

1
sin sin 33

ij
i k i k j k j kJ,W , 1, , 1,

W

restricted to the topological sector withwinding numberW. A uniformphase slipwithwinding numberW
exhibits strong current–current correlations, ( ) ( )p p= »S L W L W Lsin 2 2 ;J,W

2 2 on the other hand, such
correlations are suppressed if the phase slip is localized: in the limit of a phase slip localized e.g. on three bonds
(with a slip of pW2 3 each), ( )p»S W L9 sin 2 3J,W

2 . ForW=1 and = »L S48, 0.82J,1 in thefirst case,
while »S 0.14J,1 in the second case.

The averageD =W 1 and =S WJ, 1 are plotted infigure 16, showing that the quantum-to-thermal crossover at
tx ismarked by an abrupt drop of the distance to a uniformphase slip, accompanied by a sudden enhancement of
current–current correlations. This shows that there is a fundamental correspondence between the coherent
nature of the phase slips leading towinding-number fluctuations, and the spatial structure of such excitations,
which is fully accessible to experiments.Moreover, the two quantities under investigation show a broad
minimumand a plateau (respectively) over the temperature range inwhichRQnearly vanishes,marking the
thermal regime.On the other hand, upon increasing the temperatureΔ shows a revival, and SJ a suppression,
both corresponding to the revival in theRQ. The enhancement of quantumwinding-number fluctuations is
certainly responsible for the temperature dependence ofΔ and SJ, but one should add to this the contributions
of thermally populated phononswhich, while not affecting at allRQ, are certainly responsible for a distortion of
smooth spirals with respect to the low-T regime, and for aweakening of current–current correlations.

5.3. Interaction- and size-dependence of the crossover temperature; phase diagram
Weconclude the discussion of the quantum-to-thermal crossover by focusing on its dependence on the system
size and interaction strength. In the SF case such dependence can be readily extracted by identifying the
crossover temperature with the one at which thermal winding-number fluctuations, setting inwith the
Arrhenius law of equation (24), overcome theT=0 quantum fluctuations, namely
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Hencewe observe that the crossover temperature vanishes as L1 (up to logarithmic corrections—see also
figure 18(a)), and that its interaction dependence stems from a competition between the interaction dependence
of rs and ( )á ñ =W t u0;2 . Indeed, while rs tends to vanish upon increasing u, the ground-state fluctuations
á ñW 2 increase above zero, eliminating the divergence of á ñWlog 2 in the denominator. It turns out that the latter
effect wins for weak interactions, given also the exponential onset of the quantumwinding-number fluctuations
following equation (17) (see alsofigure 6(b)).

Figure 17 shows that, sufficiently deep in the SF phase, equation (34) provides an excellent estimate of the
finite-size crossover temperature when comparedwith the one satisfying the criterion of equation (30).
Equation (35) clearly shows that the quantum-to-thermal crossover in the SF regime is amesoscopic effect, and
that the crossover temperature is pushed to zero as  ¥L due to the collapse of the finite-W topological
sectors onto theW=0 sectorwhich dominates the ground state offinite-size systems. The size dependence of
the crossover temperature, alongwith the size dependence of quantumwinding-number fluctuations
(equation (14)) points towards the existence of an optimal size range for the experimental observation: indeed,
while a small size L enhances the crossover temperature, the number ofmeasurements required to observe
Poissonian quantumwinding-number fluctuations decreases with L.

On the contrary, in theMI regime the crossover temperature remains finite even in the thermodynamic
limit, as shown infigure 18(b). The ground state already features a strong coherent admixture of different
topological sectors, and ground-state physics is protected by theMott gap: winding-number fluctuations
thereforemaintain quantum coherence up to a temperaturewhich should be comparable with the gap itself. In
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figure 17we therefore sketch the crossover temperature in the thermodynamic limit, vanishing at the SF/MI
quantum critical point, and building up as u uc in amanner similar to theMott gap.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated equilibriumwinding-number fluctuations in lattice Bose rings, and have
shown that they display a very rich behavior, exhibiting a quantum regime of localizedQPS, and a thermal
regime of extended thermal phase slips. In the followingwe recap themain results:

• In the quantum regime, and forweak interactions, QPS occur as localized and essentially uncorrelated
topological defects along the chain—thanks to their dilute concentration— and their effect onwinding-
numberfluctuations sumup incoherently, leading to extensive fluctuations. This picture breaks down for
strong interactions driving the system through the superfluid/Mott-insulator transition: indeedQPS are the
mechanismunderlying the superfluid/Mott-insulator transition, and their proliferation leads to very strong
corrections to scaling for thewinding-number fluctuations. In particular our data suggest that thewinding-
number susceptibility jumps at the KT transition, in a similar way to the current susceptibility whose jump
induces the famous, universal jump in the superfluid density.

• In the thermal regime, thermal phase slips appear in the formof highly non-local excitations (corresponding
to smooth twists of the phase across the system), whose energy scales as the inverse of the system size: the
associatedwinding numberfluctuations are therefore Arrhenius activated, with a size-dependent activation
rate, which contains the zero-temperature superfluid density. Hence thefinite-size scaling of winding-
numberfluctuations is obtained by rescaling the temperature with the system size.

• The quantum-to-thermal crossover regime is clearly identifiedwhenwinding-number fluctuations lose their
thermal dependence: this happens at a temperature that vanishes with the inverse system size. The crossover is
very sharp in terms of geometric properties of phase slips, changing frompredominantly highly localized (a
characteristic ofQPS) to predominantly extended (a characteristic of thermal ones)when the temperature
exceeds the crossover temperature. Interestingly, QPS experience a thermal revival, which is naturally
understood via themapping of one-dimensional lattice Bosons to a 2d highly anisotropicXYmodel; the latter
featuremakesQPS observable without the need to access exceedingly low temperatures.

The fundamental correspondence between the thermal or quantumnature of phase slips, and their spatial
structure,makes this crossover detectable in state-of-the-art experiments on ultracold gases, which are able to
fully reconstruct the phase configuration of the ring-trapped Bose gas viamatter–wave interference. It is also
worth noting that thewinding-number fluctuations stand as a direct probe of the ground-state superfluid
density, evenwithout probing the response of the system to rotation or to a gaugefield. Indeed, by looking at the
thermal winding-number fluctuations one restricts naturally to topologically non-trivial sectors of the phase
configurations, inwhich the systemhas effectively come into rotation spontaneously. The ground-state
superfluid density is exactly what opposes the appearance of suchfluctuations, and its renormalization due to
quantumfluctuations is directly observable as a softening of thermal winding-number fluctuations.

Ourwork defines the experimental conditions for the direct observation of (equilibrium)QPS in atom-
circuit setups, such as the ones explored in [12, 16]. This perspective nicely complements the recent effort in the
context of superconducting nanostructures [6, 18, 31, 35], fully exploiting the power of atom interferometry.
Further extensions of ourwork can be readily envisioned to addressQPS in rotating rings, topological
excitations in higher-dimensional systems, or the study of quantum-quench dynamics across the superfluid-
insulator transition.
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Appendix. Interference patterns at the quantum-to-thermal crossover

In this appendixwe present representative interference patterns with ∣ ∣ =W 1, stemming fromuncorrelated
snapshots of ourMonte Carlo simulations on a L=48 ringwithweak interactions u=0.25. Such patterns
mimick the outcome of independent experimental runs obtained under the same conditions. Figures A1 –A3
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Figure A1.Representative interference patterns reconstructed from snapshots of theMC simulations on a L=48 ringwith u=0.25
and t=0.2. The framed patterns correspond to path-integral configurations displaying quantum fluctuations of the winding number
(namely a τ-dependentW).

Figure A2. Same as infigure A1, but with t=0.4.
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show interference patterns for a growing temperature, and they establish a link between the appearance of
localized dislocations in the interference fringes, and their origin fromquantum-coherent fluctuations of the
winding number.
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